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Abstract: Modern Hebrew is written with the traditional Hebrew orthography, which contains several symbols that 

refer to guttural sounds. However, the pronunciations corresponding to these symbols in Modern Hebrew are not 

phonetically guttural. This paper is an exhaustive survey of these realizations. It shows that in many cases, there are 

reasons to think that even though no sound is produced, there is an underlying segment in the position of the 

historical guttural, and this segment behaves in a predictable manner. That said, alongside this general pattern, there 

are some effects related to historical gutturals that must be regarded as morpheme-specific, as well as some 

idiosyncrasies of the different original gutturals. 
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1. Introduction 

Phonetically, there are hardly any guttural sounds in General Israeli Hebrew, and so one may 

wonder why the issue of gutturals in this language deserves discussion. However, several 

morphological regularities in Modern Hebrew phonology can only be addressed with reference 

to the historical gutturals. For this reason, the present paper starts with the history of the gutturals 

(§1.1) and then continues to the present state of affairs (§1.2). Section 2 surveys the general 

patterns corresponding to historical gutturals in General Israeli Hebrew, and §3 presents some 

morpheme-specific effects. Section 4 concludes with a word on phonemics.  

 

1.1. Diachrony 

Modern Hebrew phonology was revitalized on the basis of several traditions originating in the 

Tiberian canonization of Biblical Hebrew (See Izre'el 2003 and references therein). The 

consonantal inventory of Biblical Hebrew, according to the Tiberian script, included four 

guttural sounds: two glottals /ʔ, h/ and two phrayngeals /ʕ, ħ/. These consonants displayed 

similar behavior in being subject to several distributional restrictions.
1
 

These distributional restrictions in Biblical Hebrew can be briefly summarized as follows (based 

on Gesenius 1910): 

                                                           
1
 The rhotic in Biblical Hebrew shares a few properties with gutturals, and thus often considered as a guttural. Here 

we deviate from this tradition and excludes the rhotic from the class of gutturals. 
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(a) In word-final codas, /ʕ, h, ħ/ were impermissible when preceded by a non-low vowel, while 

/ʔ/ was impermissible across the board. The strategies amending the impermissible structures 

were deletion in the case of /ʔ/ (e.g. /qɔrɔʔ/  [qɔrɔ]  ‘he read’; cf. [qarʔu] ‘they read’), and 

epenthesis of [
a
] in the case of the other gutturals (e.g. /pɔθuħ/    [pɔθu

a
ħ] ‘open’; cf. [pəθuħɔ]  

‘open FSG’).  

(b) In word-internal codas, all four gutturals were impermissible, and so were geminate gutturals, 

as geminates involve an internal coda position. Geminate gutturals were degeminated, sometimes 

accompanied by compensatory lengthening and lowering (e.g. /miʔʔɛn/  [mɛːʔɛn] ‘refuse 

PRF.3M.SG’). Singleton gutturals in word-medial codas underwent epenthesis. The quality of the 

epenthetic vowel was either identical to that of the vowel in the preceding syllable (e.g. /pɔʕlo/ 

 [pɔʕ
ɔ
lo] ‘his deed’) or simply [

a
] (/j

ə
mɔʔnu/=> j

ə
mɔʔ

a
nu ‘refuse.IMPF.3MPL’). Note that these 

epenthetic vowels were inserted after the gutturals, as opposed to before it as in the case of 

gutturals in final codas. 

(c) Vowels in the environment of gutturals are usually low. An epenthetic or reduced vowel, 

which surfaces as a schwa in non-guttural environment, is phonetically low in the environment 

of a guttural (e.g. [ʕ
a
ðɔrim] ‘flock’; cf. [m

ə
lɔxim] ‘kings’).  

There is good reason to believe that the realization of guttural sounds was unstable already in the 

last three hundred years before the disappearance of Hebrew as a vernacular around 200 CE 

(Neuman 2009). In any event, from then on, the pronunciation of the guttural letters of written 

texts depended on the vernacular of the specific community. If that vernacular included gutturals, 

as was the case of the Jewish communities of Arabic-speaking regions, the gutturals were 

pronounced. Likewise, in the traditional reading pronunciation of most other communities, 

including all those of European Jewry, orthographic <ʔ> and <ʕ> were not pronounced at all. In 

the Ashkenazi, Yiddish-based tradition, <h> was pronounced as [h], while the <ħ> was realized 

by the voiceless uvular fricative [χ] of the vernacular.  

When the revitalization of Hebrew as vernacular was undertaken as part of the Zionist project, 

only a small part of the proponents of this movement were speakers of Arabic. Most were (native 

or L2) speakers of Yiddish, while others spoke other European languages but were familiar with 

the Ashkenazi reading pronunciation. As a result, while the pronunciation of pharyngeal 

gutturals as [ħ, ʕ] by the Arabic-speaking Jews was regarded as more “correct”, the Ashkenazi 

tradition mentioned above came to be the most wide-spread treatment of these letter symbols 

(Morag 1990, Gafter 2014, this volume).  

Blanc (1968) distinguishes between two varieties of Modern Hebrew: General Israel Hebrew and 

Mizrahi Hebrew. The two differ in their treatment of the pharyngeals – while Mizrahi Hebrew 
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retains the phonemes /ħ/ and /ʕ/, in General Israeli Hebrew orthographic <ʕ, ʔ> are not 

pronounced at all, <ħ> is pronounced [χ], and there is a general weakening of <h>: while there is 

evidence that speakers do care about the distinction between ø and [h], the latter is found only 

very rarely in casual speech (Gafter 2014, Matras and Schiff 2005). In this paper I will focus 

only on General Israeli Hebrew, henceforth GIH.  

As mentioned, gutturals are on the whole absent from the phonetics of GIH. Nevertheless, many 

of the guttural effects were revitalized and stabilized as general phonological and morpho-

phonological patterns. This paper will first survey these effects and then take stock of their 

causes in an attempt to characterize the phonemic status of “gutturals” in this variety. 

 

1.2. Synchrony 

All four gutturals are consistently indicated in the orthography of Modern Hebrew. Loans from 

Arabic which are pronounced with guttural sounds in Arabic are written with the guttural letters 

(e.g. GIH [maafan] ‘lousy’ from Arabic [mʕaffen] ‘mouldy’, is spelled with guttural ע). Yet as 

mentioned, the only guttural that has a consistent phonetic realization in GIH is *ħ, which is 

pronounced [χ].
2
 The gutturals *ʔ and *ʕ are not phonemes of GIH in the traditional sense.

3
 Their 

reflex today is mostly null, with the possible realization [ʔ] in onset position.
4
 The guttural *h is 

nowadays at best a weak phoneme: speakers hardly ever pronounce it in casual speech. When 

they do ‒ which again occurs only in onset position ‒ it can be realized either as [h] or, like *ʔ 

and *ʕ, as [ʔ]. To illustrate, a word with the orthography <tnhm> ‘you will roar’ can be 

pronounced in one of three ways: [tinam], [tinʔam], [tinham], while a word with the orthography 

<tnʔm> ‘you will make a speech’ can only be pronounced as the first two. 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Gafter (2014) reports the existence alongside [χ] of a trill variant [R̥].  

3
 Throughout this paper, the conventional practice will be adopted of marking historical phonemic origins ‒ in the 

present case, historical gutturals ‒ with an asterisk. Of course, this asterisk does not mark synchronic 

ungrammaticality. Furthermore, this marking should not be understood as suggesting a direct evolution from 

Biblical Hebrew phonology to Modern Hebrew phonology. It seems that orthography played an intermediary role in 

this process: a more precise way of describing the evolution would be *ħ => <ħ> => [χ]. But this is avoided for 

practical reasons. 
4
 Bolozky (1978) reports that [ʔ] is realized mostly in the prosodically prominent position of the pretonic onset. This 

generalization awaits support from a recorded corpus. 
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(1) Historical and current pronunciations 

Historical/orthographic  GIH pronunciation 

ħ χ 

ʕ ø ~ ʔ 

ʔ ø ~ ʔ 

h ø ~ ʔ ~ h 

In GIH, a glottal stop optionally appears in the onset position of any syllable with no lexical 

onset, regardless of the presence or absence of a historical guttural; e.g. [itálja] ~ [ʔitálja] ‘Italy’, 

[koréa] ~ [koréʔa] ‘Korea’. It could therefore be claimed that the rare [ʔ] in the position of 

historical gutturals is a general phonetic effect, rather than a reflex of the historical gutturals. 

Assuming further that the rare [h] is not phonologically “guttural” in the same sense that its 

robust historical parallel was, it can be concluded that, at least at the phonetic level, there are no 

gutturals in GIH. That is not to say that instead of gutturals there is simply nothing. Indeed, as 

mentioned, many morpho-phonological effects associated with the historical gutturals have made 

their way into GIH, and are now well-established productive processes. Still, this is not the case 

for all historical guttural effects: some are showing signs of reinterpretation or retraction under 

systemic pressures. The challenge for the analysis of GIH is thus to explain both the existence of 

an effect without a cause and the ongoing weakening of certain effects.  

In what follows, the guttural effects of GIH will be surveyed, and the question will be raised as 

to what the synchronic motivation of “guttural” effects may be in the absence of gutturals. 

 

2. Phonological effects 

In this section I survey the general behavior of historical gutturals in GIH. The effects are 

referred to as “phonological” since they are not limited to one morphological environment. I 

begin with cases in which a vowel [a] corresponds to the historical guttural (§2.1). I continue to 

cases where there seems to be no reflex to the historical guttural, but its presence can be felt 

indirectly, either through epenthesis (§2.2) or through effects on surrounding vowles (§2.3). 

 

2.1.  “[a]-unloading”  

When the historical gutturals *ʔ, *h, and *ʕ are expected to appear in word-internal coda position 

(based on non-guttural consonants in the same template), a vowel [a] occurs instead. This 

phenomenon is metaphorically referred to here as “[a]-unloading”: since the presence of a null 
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consonantal position cannot otherwise be detected in a coda position, a vowel [a] is “released” or 

“unloaded.”  

(2) Historical Gutturals *ʔ, *h, *ʕ in internal coda position 

 Historical gutturals Other stem consonants Template 

a. *ʔ ʃaal-u ‘they asked’ ʃatl-u ‘they planted’ CaCC-u 

  tiaʁuχ ‘dating’ tidʁuχ ‘briefing’ tiCCuC 

  goal-im ‘redeem-M.PL.PTCP’ gozl-im ‘steal-M.PL.PTCP.’ CoCC-im 

b. *ʕ nuar-u ‘they were shaken’ nusr-u ‘they were sawed’ CuCC-u 

  maane ‘response’ mifne ‘a turn’ mVCCe 

  kiaʁ-a ‘she made ugly’ kiʃʁ-a ‘she linked’ CiCC-a 

c. *h moal-im ‘circumsizers’ moʃl-im ‘governors’ CoCC-im 

  miaʁ-u ‘they hurried’ migʁ-u ‘they annihilated’ CiCC-u 

  maalaχ ‘move’ mamtak ‘candy’ maCCaC 

In all of these cases, even though the historical guttural does have a realization as [a], a glottal 

stop is possible in the newly formed onset; e.g. [ʃaalu] ~ [ʃaʔalu]. This fact supports the view that 

while [a] is a correlate of the historical guttural, the glottal stop is not. Note further that there is 

[a]-unloading even immediately after the vowel [a], e.g. [ʃaalu] ‘they asked’ (cf. [ʃaklu] ‘they 

weighed’). 

The historical guttural *ħ also had the [a]-unloading effect in Biblical Hebrew, although with 

quite a few exceptions. In GIH, too, [a]-unloading after the synchronic reflex [χ] is not a uniform 

phenomenon. In those cases where it is attested ‒ largely in the verbal and participial forms ‒ it 

is optional (3a). In many other cases, including verbal and participial cases, it is impossible (3b). 

In some chiefly nominal cases it is the form with the unloaded [a] that was lexicalized, as 

attested by its obligatory occurrence in (3c). In these cases, the word with the historical guttural 

arguably no longer shares the designated template with the parallel non-guttural word. 
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(3) Historical *ħ in internal coda position 

 Historical gutturals Other stem consonants Template 

a. t͡ saχak-u ~ t͡ saχk-u ‘they laughed’ ʃatl-u ‘they planted’ CaCC-u 

 boχaʁ-im ~ boχʁ-im ‘voters’ bogd-im ‘traitors’ CoCC-im 

b.  *taχakiʁ taχkiʁ ‘Investigation’ tafkid ‘role’ taCCiC 

 *maχalit maχlit ‘decide.M.SG’ matχil ‘begin.M.SG’ maCCiC 

 *t͡ siχakek t͡ siχkek ‘he giggled’ siftet ‘he lisped’ CiCCieCi 

c. maχaze *maχze ‘play (theatre)’ mikʁe ‘incident’ mVCCe 

 t͡ saχana *t͡ saχna ‘stench’ ʃalva ‘tranquility’ CaCCa 

 [a]-unloading also occurs when the historical gutturals *ħ, *ʕ, *h are situated at the end of the 

word after a vowel other than [a] (more on *ʔ below). This [a] disappears once a suffix is added 

and the historical guttural is no longer at the right edge. 

(4) Historical *ħ, *ʕ, *h in internal coda position 

 Historical gutturals Other stem consonants Template 

a. *ħ kaʃíaχ ‘hard’ kʃiχ-im ‘MPL’ kaʃiʃ, kʃiʃ-im ‘elderly’ CaCiC 

  liʃkóaχ ‘to forget’   liʃkol ‘to weigh’ liCCoC 

  ʃoléaχ ‘send-M.SG.PTCP’ ʃolχ-im ‘MPL’ ʃolef ‘extract.M.SG’ CoCeC 

b. *ʕ katúa ‘cut’ ktu-im ‘MPL’ katuv, ktuv-im ‘written’ CCuC 

  lifgóa ‘to hit’   lifgoʃ ‘to meet’ liCCoC 

  ʃigéa ‘he maddened’ ʃig-u ‘3MPL’ ʃigeʁ, ʃigʁ-u ‘he/they launched’ CiCeC 

c. *h gavóa ‘tall’ gvo-im ‘MPL’ kavod ‘honor’ CaCoC 

  igbía ‘he heightened’ igbí-u ‘3MPL’ igbiʁ, igbíʁ-u ‘he/they intensified’ hiCCiC 

  tamua ‘strange’ tmu-im ‘MPL’ χamud ‘cute’ CaCuC 

Note that the [Va] sequence appears before the reflex of a final *ħ (e.g. [bitéaχ] ‘he insured’), 

whereas in the case of *ʕ and *h it is harder to speak of the position of the [a] with respect to the 

historical guttural, because the latter does not have a phonetic reflex. As expected, the hiatus can 

be realized as [ʔ] (e.g. [ʃigéʔa] ‘he maddened’; cf. ʃigéʁ ‘launched’), but again, this is a general 

fact of the language, so the [ʔ] cannot be regarded as a reflex of the guttural. 

There is not [a]-unloading is after a stressed lexical [á] (5a), even when the stem-final historical 

guttural would have been in internal coda as a result of suffixation (5b).   
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(5) No “[a]-unloading” in stem final position 

 Historical gutturals Other stem consonants Template 

a. ʃuga *ʃugáa ‘he was maddened’ ʃugaʁ ‘he was launched’ CuCáC 

b. ʃigá-ti *ʃigáati ‘I maddened’ ʃigáʁti ‘I launched’ CiCáCti 

 bitáχ-ti *bitáχati ‘I insured’ bitálti ‘I cancelled’  

The historical guttural *ʔ does not exhibit [a]-unloading at the right edge regardless of the 

preceding vowel (6a). There is nevertheless an effect at the right edge of the stem before a C-

initial suffix: while other guttural-final verbs exhibit the general vocalization in this position (e.g. 

[ʃigáti], cf. [ʃigáʁti]), *ʔ-final verbs are preceded by this vowel only in verbs of the first binyan 

(verbal pattern) (6b). Elsewhere, they display [e] (6c).  

(6) *ʔ at the right edge of the word does not unload [a], exhibits [e] before C-initial suffix 

 Historical gutturals Other stem consonants Template 

a. baʁi ‘healthy’ bʁi-im ‘MS.PL’ paʁit ‘item’ CaCiC 

 likʁo ‘to call’   likʁot͡ s ‘to wink’ liCCoC 

 kole ‘imprison.M.SG’ kol-im ‘MS.PL’ kolet ‘receive.M.SG’ CoCeC 

b. kaʁá-ti ‘I read.PST’   kaʁán-ti   ‘I shone’ CaCaC-ti 

 baʁá-ti ‘I created’      

c. milé-ti ‘I filled’   kiláf-ti  ‘I peeled’  

 ikʁé-ti ‘I read.PST to X’   ikʁáv-ti  ‘I sacrificed’  

 itpalé-ti ‘I marveled’   itpalál-ti  ‘I prayed’  

Finally, [a]-unloading is also apparent in cases where the historical guttural is the first consonant 

of a word-initial consonant cluster. This is illustrated by the template CCiCa, associated with the 

action noun of verbs of the first binyan. Instead of having an initial cluster, these verbs begin 

with a [(χ)aC] sequence. 

(7)  [a]-unloading in initial clusters: action nouns 

  VERB (3M.SG.PST) Action noun  

a. *ħ χataf χatifa ‘abduction’ 

b. *ʕ ataf atifa ‘envelopment’ 

c. *ʔ aχal aχila ‘eating’ 

d. *h aʁag aʁiga ‘killing’ 

 cf. takaf tkifa ‘attacking’ 

Under this view, the [a] of the action noun in (7) is the unloaded [a], rather than the [a] of the 

verb. This claim can be proved by comparison to the suffixed form of QaTVL (where V=any 
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vowel) adjectives and nouns, where [a]-unloading in initial clusters is also attested. The vowel 

[a] of this template syncopates when its syllable is not immediately pretonic (8a), except if the 

first consonant of the resulting cluster is a historical guttural (8a-d). Again, there is reason to 

think that the [a] of the latter examples is not that of the template: when the resulting cluster is 

illicit for another reason, an epenthetic [e], not an [a], appear in this position (8f).
5
  

(8)  [a]-unloading in initial clusters: suffixed CaCVC 

  SG PL  

a.  gadol gdol-im ‘big’ 

b. *ʕ akum akum-im ‘bent’ 

c. *ʔ aʃem aʃem-im ‘guilty’ 

d. *h afiχ afiχ-im ‘reversible’ 

e. *ħ χazak χazak-im ‘strong’ 

f.  lavan levan-im ‘white’ 

Segholates (penultimately stressed unsuffixed nouns) form their plurals in the CCaC-im 

template, and the same phenomenon can be observed. See (13) below for other interactions with 

the segholate template. 

(9) [a]-unloading in initial clusters: segholate plurals 

  SG PL  

a. cf. dégel dgalim ‘big’ 

b. *ʕ édeʁ adaʁim ‘herd’ 

c. *ʔ éfes afasim ‘zero’ 

d. *h éfeχ afaχim ‘opposite’ 

e. *ħ χelek χalakim ‘part’ 

f. cf. méleχ melaχim ‘white’ 

See (11) below for initial clusters in which a historical guttural *ʔ, *h, *ʕ is the second of the two 

consonants. 

To summarize, many instances of historical gutturals appear systematically as [a] in weak 

consonantal positions (coda, C1 of an initial cluster). Some interaction with preceding vowels is 

attested. These facts will be returned to in the discussion of phonemics in the end of this chapter. 

 

                                                           
5
 There is a specific kind of template CaCaC, mostly denoting agentives, whose first vowel never undergoes 

syncope, regardless of the nature of the first consonant. 
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2.2. Unrealized gutturals and epenthesis  

As noted, there are two positions in which the gutturals *ʔ,*ʕ,*h do not have a reflex at all: In 

onset position, that is, when followed by a vowel, and at the right edge of a stem after the 

stressed vowel [a] (or after any vowel for *ʔ). For instance, the words in (10) have an 

orthographic guttural where there is a period in the transcription, but it is only optionally and 

occasionally pronounced as [ʔ] (or [h]). However, there is reason to think that something does 

exist in the unrealized position. Indeed, the pronunciation with [ʔ] or [h] – depending on the 

orthography – is still possible in the C_V environment, in sharp contrast to cases in which no 

guttural appears in the orthography. Thus, [nit.an] ‘it was charged’ can be pronounced [nitan] or 

[nitʔan], but [nitan] ‘it was given’, which does not have an orthographic guttural after the [t], can 

only be pronounced [nitan]. 

Another reason to assume a phonological entity underlying unpronounced historical gutturals is 

the following. Non-high vowels [a,e,o] syncopate in a non-initial, unstressed open syllable in the 

verbal system ([jiʃan]-[jiʃnu] ‘he/they will sleep; [yit͡͡ sor]-[jit͡͡ sru] ‘he/they will create’; [jiʃev]-

[jiʃvu] ‘he/they settled’). If that syncope results in a triconsonantal cluster, the position of the 

lexical vowel is still realized by an epenthetic [e] ([jilmad]-[jilmedu] ‘he/they will learn’; 

[jixtov]-[jixtevu] ‘he/they will write’; [jetalfen]-[jetalfenu] ‘he/they will phone’). As shown in 

the suffixed forms in (10), verbs with orthographic gutturals behave as if they had a consonant in 

that position, that is, as if syncope leaves a triconsonantal cluster, and the syncopated position 

still has to be realized. These pairs need to be compared to the corresponding pairs on the right, 

where the stem has only two orthographic consonants and syncope is complete 

(10)  The presence of a guttural reflex causes epenthesis
6
 

  unsuff suff.  cf.   

a. *ʔ jiʃ.al jiʃ.alu ~ jiʃ.elu ‘he/they will ask’ jiʃan jiʃn-u ‘he/they will sleep’ 

  jisna. jisne.-u ‘he/they will hate’ jiʁa jiʁ-u ‘he/they will shoot’ 

b. *ʕ if.ef if.ef-u ‘he/they blinked’ ilef ilf-u ‘he/they tamed’ 

  nikra. nikre.-u ‘he/they were torn’ nikʁa nikʁ-u ‘he/they chanced by’ 

c. *h uv.al uv.al-u ~ uv.el-u ‘he/they were rushed’ uval uvl-u ‘he/they were led’ 

  jigba. igbe.-u ‘he/they will grow taller’ jigbe jigb-u ‘he/they collected’ 

If there were nothing in the position marked by the period, one would not expect epenthesis to 

apply. 

                                                           
6
 Variation is found in (10a) and (10c). Normative Hebrew dictates [a],  because the epenthetic vowel after gutturals 

in BH was [a], while the regular rules of the language lead to [e] in more spoken varieties (see Laks et al. 2016a for 

cases like (10c); (10a) was heard by the author on several occasions).  
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Similarly, when the second consonant of an expected initial cluster is a historical guttural 

*ʔ,*ʕ,*h, one finds the epenthetic vowel [e] between the two consonants (compare (11) to (7-9)). 

Historical *ħ in this position is licit, e.g. [saχat] ‘he squeezed’, [sχita] ‘squeezing’.  

(11) [e]-epenthesis in initial clusters 

 3M.SG.PST Action noun  SG PL  

 *ʕ na.al ne.ila ‘locking’ – –  

 *ʔ ʃa.al ʃe.ila ‘a loan’ ʃa.un ʃe.un-im ‘leaning (on)’ 

 *h da.ar de.ira ‘gallop’ ka.uv ke.uv-im ‘painful’ 

 *h ta.oʁ te.oʁ-im ‘pure’ ta.oʁ te.oʁ-im ‘pure’ 

It is interesting to note that word-initial [Cʔ] clusters are nevertheless phonetically possible in 

GIH in two very specific, derived environments. The first is the construct realization of words 

like [ʃa.a] ‘hour’, which can be pronounced either [ʃʔat] or [ʃat], e.g. [ʃʔat éfes] ‘zero-hour’; the 

second is truncated imperative, such as [si]~[sʔi] ‘drive.IMP.F.SG’ from [tis.i]. 

An interesting case worth mentioning here is the pronunciation of bases with four orthographic 

consonants. These forms show epenthesis in the syncopated form [ʃiʁbetu] ‘they scribbled’, but 

not so when the second orthographic consonant is a guttural and unsurprisingly realized as /a/ 

[ʃiabdu] ‘they enslaved’. Epenthesis here is redundant, presumably because the realization of the 

guttural as [a] does not create a triconsonantal cluster. However, reduplicated quadriconsonantal 

stems with second and fourth gutturals maintain the epenthesis, e.g. [ʃiaʃéa]-[ʃiaʃeu] ‘he/they 

amused’, 
??

[ʃiaʃu], 
??

[ʃiaʃʔu]; this is so despite the fact that the gutturals seem to be absent  after 

VC sequences, as shown in (10) above. It seems that this absence is problematic after [VaC] 

sequences resulting from /a/ unloading.
7
  

Finally, in addition to the evidence from epenthesis, one may mention the case of verbs of the 

hiCCiC template with a historical guttural *ʔ, *h, *ʕ in the second position (e.g. [iʃ.iʁ] ‘he left 

TR’). On the surface, these are identical to verbs with only two surface consonants [iʃiʁ] ‘he shed 

TR’ (both verbs may also be pronounced with [e] in the first syllable). The latter type has an 

idiosyncratic participial vocalization with [e], e.g. [meʃir] ‘shed.PTCP.M.SG’; cf. [maʃχiʁ] 

‘blacken.PTCP.M.SG’. But the former does not display this idiosyncrasy, and instead behaves like 

a regular tri-consonantal stem [maʃ.ir] ‘leave TR.PTCP.M.SG’. 

To summarize, it seems that some vestige of the gutturals was incorporated into GIH. This entity 

behaves in a systematic manner, alternating between [a] in cross-linguistically weak positions 

                                                           
7
 For discussion of these cases, see Enguehard & Faust (2018). The experiment conducted by these authors shows 

that 30 out of 30 speakers provide forms with epenthesis [ʃiaʃeu]. 15 speakers were also asked to give judgments for 

the expected [ʃiaʃu]. While some speakers rejected the form, others said that there might be speakers who produce it.  
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(internal coda, C1 of initial clusters) and a (phonologically) non-null ø in onset. I will return to 

this issue in the short discussion of phonemics. 

 

2.3. Phonological effect in onset position on preceding high vowels  

In many cases, the presence of a historical guttural in onset position lowers a preceding high 

vowel. This effect originated in Biblical Hebrew, where the resistance of the gutturals to 

gemination lengthened and lowered the preceding vowel. In many cases in GIH, especially in the 

verbal system, lowering is not obligatory, and there are cases in which it is simply does not 

occur, especially with *ħ. The same effect is attested with [ʁ], which also resisted gemination in 

Biblical Hebrew. 

(12) Effect on preceding high vowel 

    cf  

a. *ʔ metoaʁ ~ metuaʁ ‘describe M.SG.PASS.PTCP’ mekuʃaʁ ‘connected M.SG.PASS.PTCP’ 

kiʃeʁ ‘he connected’   teeʁ ~ tieʁ ‘he described’ 

b. *ʕ metoad ~ metuad ‘document M.SG.PASS.PTCP’ 

  teud ~ tiud ‘documentation’ 

c. *h menoal ~ menual ‘manage M.SG.PASS.PTCP’ 

  neel ~ niel ‘he managed’ 

d. *ħ eχer ~ iχer ‘he was late’ 

While variation is attested in verbal forms, it seems that nominal and adjectival forms either 

exhibit this lowering effect, [meχoaʁ] ‘ugly’, 
??

[meχuaʁ], or they do not, [meyuaʃ] ‘desperate’, 
??

[meyoaʃ], [meuχaʁ] ‘late’, 
??

[meoχaʁ]. That said, the effect does seem to be productive in GIH 

adjectives, as shown by the relatively recent innovation [mevoas] ‘upset, bummed out’ (from 

Arabic [baʕsa] ‘depression stemming from disappointment’). In other words, there is greater 

pressure for regularity with respect to vocalization in the verbal system than outside it (for a 

formal explanation, see Laks et al. 2016b). 

A similar effect is attested on the prefix /ji-/ before the CaCeC verbal template (future of 

niCCaC). It is realized as [je] before a guttural, e.g. [je.ameʁ] ‘it will be said’, cf. [jigameʁ] ‘it 

will end’. However, in this case there is no variation, and the effect is consistently attested before 

*ħ, too, e.g. [jeχakeʁ] ‘it will be investigated’. This might be due to the influence of the past 

prefix of the same verbal pattern, which is also realized [ne] instead of [ni] before gutturals (see 

(15) below). 
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In all the above examples, the lowering occurred in BH when the following vowel was also low. 

It could be that speakers of GIH reinterpreted the effect as partial assimilation of the high vowel 

to the low vowel after the historical guttural (Faust 2005). In this respect, it is interesting to note 

that if the historical guttural is found in the coda position after /u/, no lowering occurs: [uχlaf] ‘it 

was replaced’, [uavaʁ] ‘it was transferred’, cf. [uklat] ‘it was recorded’. All in all, the instability 

and unnaturalness of the environment cast doubt on the strictly phonological status of this effect.  

 

3. Morpho-phonology 

The following subsections reviews the morphological phenomena that are related to historical 

gutturals, but do not reflect general processes in the language. Even though the specific effect of 

the historical guttural can be argued to be an optimization of sorts, this optimization must be 

regarded as allomorphy, that is, a morpheme-specific phenomenon. 

 

3.1. Interactions with template vocalization 

The vocalizations of certain templates change when one of the consonants of the stem is a 

historical guttural. Among nouns, this is true mainly of segholates, that is, the class of unsuffixed 

nouns whose singular form bears penultimate stress. In the absence of gutturals, the singular 

segholate has the vocalizations CéCeC or CóCeC. If the second stem consonant is a historical 

guttural *h, *ʕ, *ħ, the vocalization is CáCaC, CóCaC (13a); and if the third stem consonant is 

one of these historical gutturals, the vocalizations are CéCaC, CóCaC (13b). The historical 

guttural *ʔ does not feature in medial position in CéCeC or CáCaC segholates. The singular form 

of segholates with initial historical gutturals is unremarkable.  

(13) Distribution of gutturals in Segholates  

 Template cf.  *ʕ  *ħ  *h  *ʔ  

a. CéCeC dégel ‘flag’ ʁáal ‘poison’ páχad ‘fear’ sáhaʁ ‘crescent moon –  

 CóCeC gódel ‘size’ góal ‘disgust’ ʃóχad ‘bribe’ nóhal ‘procedure’ toaʁ ‘degree’ 

b. CéCeC dégel ‘flag’ ʁéga ‘moment’ ʃétaχ ‘area’ –  péʁe ‘wild person’ 

 CóCeC gódel ‘size’ ʁóga ‘calm’ nófaχ ‘aspect’ nóga ‘shine’ –  

The plurals of CéCeC segholates are of the form C(e)CaC-im/ot, with [e] appearing in order to 

break up illicit initial clusters (as explained in (9) above, segholates with initial historical 

gutturals exhibit [a] in this position). Plurals of CóCeC segholates are mostly of the form 

C(e)CaCim, too, e.g. [gódel]-[gdal-im] ‘size’, although a handful of examples have a plural 
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QoCaCim, e.g. [ʃóʁeʃ]-[ʃoʁaʃ-im] ‘root’. All segholates with initial historical gutturals take this 

latter form, e.g. [ódef]-[odaf-im] ‘surplus’, [ófen]-[ofan-im] ‘manner’, [χófeʃ]-[χofaʃ-im] 

‘liberty’.  

Historical gutturals also interact with the vocalizations of verbal templates. There are two such 

cases, in the verbal patterns CaCaC and niCCaC. In CaCaC, the vocalization of the future stem is 

either [o] or [a]; stems with second (14a) or third (14b) historical gutturals *ʔ, *ʕ, *h always 

exhibit [a]. Note however that the infinitive always displays an [o], regardless of the future 

vocalization, and this also holds for the case of historical gutturals. 

The historical guttural *ħ stands out in this respect: in the second stem consonant position, it may 

sometimes be vocalized [o]. In the third stem consonant position, it behaves like other gutturals 

in permitting only the vocalization [a]. The infinitive is again unremarkable. 

(14) Lexical interactions with verbal vocalization: CaCaC 

    *ʕ  *ʔ  *h  *ħ  

a. jiCCaC jigdal ‘grow’ jit.an ‘load’ jiʃ.al ‘ask’ jin.ag ‘drive’ jidχof~jidχaf ‘push’ 

 jiCCoC jiʃmoʁ ‘guard’         

 liCCoC (INF) liʃmoʁ  lit.on  liʃ.ol  lin.og  lidχof  

b. jiCCaC jigdal ‘grow’ jitba. ‘drown’ jiʃka. ‘sink’ jigba. ‘grow tall’ jiftaχ ‘open’ 

 jiCCoC jiʃmoʁ ‘guard’         

 liCCoC (INF) liʃmoʁ  litbóa  liʃkóa  ligbóa  liftóaχ  

The verbal template niCCaC is generally associated with a future form jiCaCeC. This stem is 

identical to the -CaCeC stem of the verbal templates CiCeC and hitCaCeC. But in those cases, 

the gutturals behave according to the general phonological patterns, whereas for jiCaCeC there is 

a specific allomorph jiCaCaC before the historical gutturals *ʕ,*ħ. *h is not found in this 

configuration, and *ʔ does not trigger the allomorphic vocalization. The same allomorph with the 

same distribution is found in the infinitive: 

(15) Lexical interactions with verbal vocalization: niCCaC 

   *ʕ  *ħ  

jiCaCeC jigameʁ ‘end’ jikaʁa ‘be torn’ jiʃalaχ ‘be sent’ 

leiCaCeC leigameʁ  leikaʁa  leiʃalaχ  

Assuming that the grammar somehow makes available a vocalization [a] in the cases of jiCCaC 

and jiCaCaC, one may regard the phenomena as phonologically-optimizing allomorphy, as this 

vocalization avoids the creation of hiatus as a result of [a]-unloading. 
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3.2. Interactions with affix vocalization 

Certain affixes have allomorphs triggered by the historical guttural. The unstressed suffix [-et] 

creates a segholate-like ending with its base, where stress is penultimate and the two rightmost 

vowels are mid (e.g. [mejuχad] - [mejuχéd-et] ‘special M.SG-F.SG’). As in segholates, if the last 

stem consonant is a historical guttural *h, *ʕ, or *ħ, the vocalization of the two rightmost vowels 

becomes [a]. This is true in participles (16a) and in nouns that takes this suffix (16b). The 

historical guttural *ʔ, which does not participate in segholation, triggers a second allomorph [-t] 

(16c). (With both *h and *ʔ, this configuration does not occur outside participial forms). 

(16) Lexical interactions with affixes: [-et]~[-at] 

  cf.  *ʕ  *ħ  

a.  M.SG.PTCP χozeʁ ‘return’ ʃoméa ‘hear’ muχaχ ‘proven’ 

    F.SG.PTCP χozéʁ-et  ʃomá-at  muχáχ-at  

b. F.SG NOUN miʁpés-et ‘balcony’ miʃmá-at ‘discipline’ mikláχ-at ‘shower’ 

  *h  *ʔ    

c. M.SG.PTCP mugba ‘elevated’ jot͡ se ‘goes out’   

 F.SG.PTCP mugbá-at  jot͡ se-t    

When followed by another suffix, [-et] loses its vowel, e.g. [matéχ-et] ‘metal’, [mataχ-t-i] 

‘metallic’. This is also true of the realization [-at], e.g. [miʃpáχ-at simpson] ‘the Simpson 

family’, [miʃpaχ-t-i] ‘familial’. This realization places *ʕ in coda position, which triggers [a]-

unloading, and so in this case there is in fact no change to the stem, e.g. [miʃmá-at] ‘discipline’, 

[miʃmaa-t-i] ‘disciplinary’ (though notice the change in the placement of the morpheme 

boundary). Note that [a]-unloading is not blocked here as it was in [ʃigá-ti] (after (4) above), 

because even though it occurs at the right stem edge, the preceding lexical [a] is not stressed. 

Alternatively, the second [a] can be regarded as belonging to the suffix, rather than to the coda 

guttural.  

All other regular interactions with affixes concern the vowel /i/ of certain prefixes. This vowel 

can either alternate either with [a] or with [e]. The vowel following the person marking in the 

future prefix of the first binyan is usually [i]: [jigmoʁ] ‘he will finish’, [jiʃan] ‘he will sleep’. 

Before the historical gutturals *ʕ, *h, *ħ it is [a] (17). [a]-unloading is attested as expected. Once 

again, *ʔ stands apart, in that in a few items it gives way to a specific yoCaC template (in the 

infinitive, the form leeCoC sometimes surfaces, e.g. [leeχol] ‘to eat’). Otherwise, it behaves like 

*ʕ (see Zadok & Bat El 2015). 
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(17) Lexical interactions with affixes: prefix [ji-]~[ja-] 

*ʕ  *h  *ħ  *ʔ  

jaavoʁ ‘pass’ jaaʁog ‘kill’ jaχʃok ‘desire’ joχal ‘eat’ 

jaakoʁ ‘uproot’ jaafoχ ‘reverse’ jaχmok ‘elude’ jaanos ‘rape’ 

As shown in (18), [i]~[a] alternation is also apparent in nominal templates with the prefixes [mi-

], [ti-],  for instance [miʃtaʁ] ‘regime’, [miʃtaʁa] ‘police’, [tiʁkóvet] ‘compound’. For some 

reason, the miCCaC template (but not the miCCaCa template) has a meCCaC allomorph when 

*ħ is the first stem allomorph. 

(18) Lexical interactions with affixes: prefix [mi-]~[ma-]~[me-], [ti-]~[ta-] 

*ʕ  *h  *ħ  *ʔ  

ma-agal ‘circle’ ma-alaχ ‘move’ me-χkaʁ ‘research’ maaχal ‘food item’ 

ma-aʁaχa ‘campaign’ ma-apeχa ‘revolution’ ma-χlaka ‘department’   

ta-aʁóvet ‘mixture’ –  ta-χbóʃet ‘bandage’   

Two verbal prefixes with [i] alternate with [e] rather than [a] before a historical guttural: 

niCCaC’s [ni] and hiCCiC’s [i]. In addition, instead of [a] unloading, one finds an additional 

vowel [e]. 

(19) Lexical interactions with affixes: prefixes [ni-]~[ne-], [i-]~[e-] 

*ʕ  *h  *ħ  *ʔ  

e-eʁiχ ‘estimate’ –  e-χlit ‘decide’ e-eχil ‘feed’ 

ne-emad ‘stand up’ ne-eʁag ‘be killed’ ne-χkaʁ ‘be investigated’ ne-evak ‘fight’ 

A historical account of the two alternations would explain that the [i] alternating with [a] was in 

fact the epenthetic vowel in closed syllables. In the case of epenthesis, under this view, the 

unloaded [a] and/or the general lowness of gutturals influenced the prefix vocalization, which 

becomes [a]. Conversely, the vowels of the general [i-] and [ni-] prefixes are lexical vowels; they 

merged with the lowness of the gutturals to create [ee]. Synchronically, however, it would seem 

that such an account is not realistic, mainly because it is harder to consider [i] as epenthetic in 

GIH. Also notice that a stem [i] does not generally change before an unloaded [a]: [tiaru] ‘they 

described’ does not alternate with either *[teeru] or *[taaru]. This again suggests that both 

vocalizations are allomorphs in both cases, and the lower one is selected before an unloaded /a/ 

(which might then become [e]).  
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4. Summary and a word on phonemics 

The above characterization of historical gutturals raises the question of the extent to which the 

historical gutturals have been revived as “phonemes” in General Israeli Hebrew. The examples 

given above lead to the conclusion that they occupy templatic space, and if so, they must have 

some substance.  

Most, if not all researchers today will agree that /ħ/ and /ʕ/ are not phonemes of General Israeli 

Hebrew (see Neuman 2015, Pariente 2012). /ʔ/ and /h/ are more controversial, since they do 

surface from time to time. However, if we examine closely the distribution of phenomena and 

ignore as much as possible the effects of orthography, some generalizations seem to emerge. 

Especially telling are the contrasts among historical gutturals themselves and those between 

historical gutturals and other consonants of the language. 

First, it seems that everywhere except at the right edge, the historical gutturals *h,*ʔ, *ʕ have 

merged in Modern Hebrew. Whatever their phonemic identity, they all have two allophones: [a] 

in internal codas and word-initially before another consonant, and ø in onsets. While in the latter 

position one may sometimes find an [ʔ], this is a property of all empty onsets in Modern Hebrew. 

These facts lead Faust (2005), and then Pariente (2012) and Enguehard & Faust (2018), to 

propose that *h, *ʔ and *ʕ now have the phonemic identity /a/. The vocalic nature of this 

phoneme is responsible for its non-realization in onset position.
8
  

Phenomena at the right edge of the word oblige one to distinguish between such a phoneme /a/, 

corresponding to *ʕ and *h, and another phoneme, that does not “unload” an [a] and corresponds 

to *ʔ. As can be observed in (20), this entity contrasts with both /a/-final stems and other vowel-

final stems (sometimes analyzed as having a third consonant /j/, see e.g. Faust 2012). One 

possibility is to assume, in line with the orthography, a synchronic /ʔ/ at the right edge of these 

verbs, which is only optionally realized. 

                                                           
8
 Historical gutturals surviving as synchronic /a/ are commonplace in Ethio-Semitic (Prunet 1996). 
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(20) Contrasting /a/-final, /ʔ/-final/ and /V/-final stem  

 Template Regular C-final /a/-final /ʔ/-final V-final 

a. jiCCaC jigdal  jiʃma jikʁa jikʁe 

  ‘grow (intr)’   ‘hear’ ‘call’ ‘happen’ 

 jiCCeCu jigdelu jiʃmeu jikʁeu jikʁu 

 liCCoC ligdol liʃmóa likʁo likʁot 

b. CiCeC gidel     ʃigéa mile~mila ʃina 

  ‘grow (tr)’ ‘madden’ ‘fill’ ‘change’ 

 CiCáC-ti gidal-ti ʃigá-ti milé-ti~milí-ti ʃini-ti~ʃiné-ti 

 leCaCeC legadel leʃagéa lemale~lemalot leʃanot 

c. hiCCiC ivlit ivlía ifli ifla 

  ‘emphasize’ ‘avoid showing’ ‘amaze’ ‘discriminate’ 

 hiCCíC-u ivlít-u ivlí-u iflí-u ifl-u 

 hiCCáC-ti ivlát-ti ivlá-ti iflé-ti iflé-ti 

 lehaCCiC leavlit leavlía leafli leaflot 

While it is true that in CiCeC, the orthographically *ʔ-final paradigm seems to be merging with 

the V-final one, this does not seem to be the case in other verbal types. If so, a phonemic account 

of the fate of *ʔ,*ʕ,*h in Modern Hebrew will have to recognize two phonemes at the right edge, 

and one elsewhere.  

Other issues are raised by *ħ, since its synchronic phonetic reflex [χ] is also that of the 

spirantized orthographic <k>, and that [χ] does not pattern with gutturals. This gives rise to 

minimal pairs such as [samaχ]-[lismoχ] ‘count on (3M.SG.PST vs. INF)’ and [samaχ]-[lismóaχ] 

‘rejoice (3M.SG.PST vs. INF)’, or [mesubaχ]-[mesubéχ-et] ‘complicated (M.SG.PTCP vs. F.SG.PTCP)’ 

and [meʃubaχ]-[meʃubáχ-at] ‘exquisite (M.SG.PTCP vs. F.SG.PTCP)’. Speakers do confuse these 

forms, especially in the selection of the [et] or [at] allomorphs; but there does not seem to be a 

preference for the “simpler”, non-guttural [χ]. Indeed, the allomorph [ne] of the ni-CCaC prefix, 

in principle reserved for “gutturals”, is heard more and more in recent years with forms written 

with <k>, e.g. [neχtav] ‘it was written’. This can only be the influence of stems with the initial 

“guttural” [χ]. The paradigms with this historical guttural seem to be gaining rather than losing 

ground. 

To summarize, with respect to paradigms involving historical gutturals, General Israeli Hebrew 

was dealt a difficult hand when it was revitalized. It had to deal with the regularization of 

guttural effects even though gutturals mostly survived in the orthography only. At the present 

stage, as regards those gutturals with no synchronic consonantal reflex, it seems that most of 
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these effects can be reanalyzed as the presence of a vowel /a/ and a rare phoneme /ʔ/ to which 

regular phonological processes apply, with a residue of allomorphic generalizations. In contrast, 

the synchronic phonemic status of the historical *ħ, which does have a consonantal reflex [χ], is 

less clear. 
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